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1. INTR~DUOTI~N 
Consider a nonincreasing sequence p of nonnegative numbers ~1, ~2, . . . 
of which n are positive and whose sum is 1. The sum llp112 of the squares 
of these numbers ranges between l/n in the case where pl =pz= . . . =pn 
and 1 in the case where pi = 1. This suggests that, if we do not know 
the values of pl, . .., pn but only ‘of [[p/12, we may draw some conclusions 
about the numbers in the sequence. Thus, for large llpjl2, it seems obvious 
that pl cannot be small and that a more interesting lower bound may 
be found than the trivial one of l/n. On the other hand, if jlpj12 is small, 
this must also hold for PI which implies that pz cannot be very close 
to zero, and the same holds, perhaps only for even smaller 11p112, for 
p3, p4, **- * Similar observations may be based on a known value of 
lp’1=p1xp2x . . . . 
There is a theorem of Hardy, Littlewood, and P6lya that allows con- 
siderations like the above to be made quite precise: given 11pjj2 it is possible 
to derive sharp upper and lower bounds for the sum of the first i elements 
of the sequence p. Here, i may be 1, 2, . . ., n- 1, depending on the magni- 
tude of llp/l2. 
As an application we consider the eigenvalues of self-adjoint non- 
negative definite operators in n-dimensional vector space. The eigenvalues 
are real, nonnegative and in certain cases their sum and the sum of their 
squares is easily computed. Therefore, the above-mentioned results for 
the elements of the sequence p can be applied to the eigenvalues of such 
operators. The bounds will be shown to be the closest among those bounds 
that depend only on the sum and the sum of squares of the eigen- 
values. 
The theorem of Hardy, Littlewood, and P6lya applies not only to l/p112 
but, in general, to #PI) + . . . + c#(pn) where 4 is a convex continuous 
function. Using -log as this function, and applying it in the finite- 
dimensional case, we find an upper bound for the sum of the first i eigen- 
values (i= 1, . . . . n- 1) expressed in the trace and the determinant of the 
matrix of the operator. 
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2. AN ORDERING AMONG DISTRIBUTIONS 
We shall call a discrete distribution any sequence p of nonnegative 
numbers pr, ps, . . . in nonincreasing order whose sum is 1. Let n be the 
number of positive elements in p. We consider an ordering among distri- 
butions which we write p < q (“q majorizes p”, where q is a distribution), 
or equivalently q>p, which holds if and only if: 
(1) p1+... +pt<ql+...+qf for i=l, 2, . . . . i-l. 
This is equivalent to 
(2) pr+1+*-- +pn>q6+1+...+qn for i=l, . . . . n-l. 
We shall say that b is a lower bound (an upper bound) of a set S of distri- 
butions if and only if b<p (b >p) for all p in S. 
LEMMA 1. The set of distributions p =pr, . . . , pn (n > 2) for which pl = a 
(l/n < a < 1) contains an upper bound, which is the distribution q: 
q1= . . . =qi=a, qt+r=l-ia, qg+z=... =qn= 0, where i is the integer such 
that ia<l<(i+l)a. 
, I o I i = . ..- 
Fig. 1. An upper bound. 
PROOF : First, notice that q belongs to the set; furthermore 
PI+ . ..+pj<jpl=ju=ql+...+q. for j=l, . . . . i, 
and 
p1+... +pj<l=ql+... +qf for j=i+ 1, . . . . 12, 
which completes the proof by the definition (1) of the ordering. 
LEMMA 2. The set of distributions p =pl, . . . , pn (n > 2) for which pi = a 
(O<u<l/i, i=2, 3, . ..) contains an upper bound, which is the distribution 
q: qr=l-(i-l)u, qz=...=qi=u, qt+1=...=qa=o. 
a 
I+ 
. . . = 
Fig. 2. An upper bound. 
PROOF. First, notice that q belongs to the set; furthermore 
and 
pj+ . . . +pn>O=qf-t- . . . +qn for j=;+ 1, . . . . n 
pj+ . . . +pn>j.$+ . . . +p,tp(i-j+1)pt=(i--j+l)a=qj+...+qt= 
qj+...+qn, for j=2, . . . . i, 
which completes the proof by definition (2) of the ordering. 
LEMMA 3. The set of distributions p=pl, . . . . pn (np 2) for which 
p1+ . . . +$&=iu (i/n<a< l/u, i= 1, . . . . n - 1) contains a lower bound which 
is the distribution q : ql= . . . = qt = U, pi+1 = . . . = qn = (1 - ia)/(n - i). 
Fig. 3. A lower bound. 
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PROOF. First, notice that q belongs to the set; furthermore 
Pl+ . . . +pj>ju=ql+ . . . +qj for j= 1, . . . . i. 
We also have 
pl+...+pj>ql+... +qj for i=;+ 1, . . . . n 
for suppose, on the contrary, that this inequality does not hold. 
Pl+ . ..+p~<ql+...+qj=ypj+l+...+p.~qj+l+...+qn= 
=(n-j)(l-iu)/(l2-i)=%p~>(l-iia)/(n-i)~ 
p1s . . . +p~==ia+pwl+...fp~>ia+(j-i)(l-ia)/(n-i)=ql+...+q,, 
which is a contradiction. This completes the proof by the definition (1) 
of the ordering. 
At this point the question presents itself whether the set of distributions 
for which pl+ . . . +pr=ia (l/n<a< l/i, i= 1, . . . . n- 1) contains an upper 
bound. The answer is negative. Notice that the set contains both the 
distribution q : 
(3) \ 
q1= . . . =qk-l=a, q,=l-(k-l)a, 
1 qk+l=...=qn=o, 
where k is the integer such that (k - 1)a Q 1~ ku, and the distribution r : 
(4) 
1 
rr=l-(n-l)(l-&z)/(n-ii), 
r2= . . . =r,=(l-ia)/(n-i). 
An upper bound of the set would have to majorize both q and r. Suppose, 
then, that p >r and that i, n, and a are such that k<n. 
p>r=t-pl>rl=l--(n-l)(l-ia)/(n--i)=t (because 
pl+...+pi=iu) p*<(l-k)/(n--)q 
pt+l+...+pk<(k:-i)(l-ia)/(n-i)+ (because k<n) 
p1+ . . . +pk< l*pl+... +pk<ql+...+qk. 
0 
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Fig. 4. Two distributions of a set whose upper bound is not in it. 
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This implies that p does not majorize q and that an upper bound of 
the set cannot belong to it. For this reason the set for which the next 
lemma states an upper bound is more restricted. 
LEMMA 4. The set of distributions p =pl, . . . . pn (n > 3) for which 
p1+... +pt=ia (i=2, . . . . n-l, l/n<a<l/i) and pt=b ((l-iia)/(n-i)< 
<b <a) contains an upper bound which is the distribution q: ql= ia- 
-(i-l)b, qz=... =qkel=b, qt= l- ia-(k-i-l)b, qr+l=...=q%=O, where 
k is the integer such that (k-i - 1)b < 1 - ia< (k- i)b. 
bl---o-..+--.-...-+ 
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Fig. 6. An upper bound. 
PROOF. First, notice that q belongs to the set; furthermore 
pj+...+pn=pj+... +p*+l-ia>(i-j+l)b+l-ia=qj+...+q, 
for j=2, . . . . i; 
pj+... Spn=1-(p1+...+p~-l)=l-(ia+p~+l+...-tpj-1)> 
>l--ia-(j-i-l)b=qj+...+q% for j=i+l, . . . . k; 
pj+...+pn>O=qf+...+q, for j=k+l, . . . . 12, 
which completes the proof according to the definition (2) of the ordering. 
3. THE RESULT OF HARDY, LITTLEWOOD, AND P&LYA 
Apart from the relation (l), where q majorizes p, Hardy, Littlewood, 
and PQya considered a relation between distributions p and q (which 
they denoted by saying ‘p is an average of q”) defined to hold if and only 
if there are nonnegative numbers ~5, i = 1, . . . . n, j= 1, . . ., n such that 
ac1f...fat,=l, 
a1c+...+a,r=l, 
p,r=asrq1+... i-atnqn for i= 1, . . . . n. 
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They proved (as Theorem 46 in [l]) that q majorizes p if and only if 2, 
is an average of q. Using this result they proved (as Theorem 108 in [l]): 
THEOREM 1. 
~(Pl)+...+~(Pla)g~(ql)+...+~(q,) 
holds for all convex continuous C$ if and only if q majorizes p. 
4. BOUNDS OBTAINED FROM THE SUM OF SQUARES 
Each of the previous lemmas combine with Theorem 1 to produce an 
inequality for elements of a distribution expressed in the sum of their 
squares. Each inequality is applicable to the eigenvalues of certain linear 
operators. The application is quite straightforward and is only explicitly 
given for Theorem 2 as a corollary to it. 
THEOREM 2. Let p =pl, . . . . pn (n > 2) be a distribution and f(a) = iaz+ 
(1 - ia) where, for each a in [l/n, I], i is the integer such that ia < 1~ 
(if 1)cc. The first element p1 satisfies f(pl)> 11p112. This implies a lower 
bound II for pl which is the value of x in [l/n, l] satisfying f(x) = 11p112. 
The lower bound is attained for p = q as defined in Lemma 1, with a = 11. 
PROOF. According to Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 the maximum of llp112 
over the set of distributions for which PI= a is f(a) which is attained for 
p=q. Therefore f(pl)> llplj2 and f(ql)= l/p/12. Because f is a monotone 
nondecreasing function this implies the lower bound for pi mentioned in 
the theorem. 
a 
Fig. 6. Lower bound for first element. 
Let A be a self-adjoint nonnegative definite operator in either a finite 
(n)-dimensional vector space or in Hilbert space. In the latter case we 
assume A to be also completely continuous. Let yi, . .., yn be an ortho- 
normal basis of the range of A (which need not be finite). Then (see [3]) 
tr(A) = (Ayl, ye) + . . . + (Ay,, yn) exists (and we assume A to be such that 
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it is positive) and A may be multiplied by a scalar (x such that tr(olA) = 1. 
We may therefore assume without loss of generality that &(A)= 1. 
COROLLARY. A largest eigenvalue ill of A satisfies f(&) >tr(Az). This 
implies a lower bound Zi for 3Li which is the value of R: in [l/n, l] that 
satisfies f(z) =.&@a). Any lower bound for b depending only on tr(A2) 
is at most Ii. 
PROOB. The eigenvalues of A are a countable set of nonnegative 
numbers. Call the positive among them 2i,&, . . ., In, in nonincreasing 
order. Then h(A) = 1i+ . . . + 1, and tr(A2) = 212 + . . . + i2,2 (see [3] for these 
properties of A). By applying Theorem 2 to the eigenvalues of A the 
bound mentioned in the corollary is obtained. The fact that there is a 
distribution, and therefore also an operator, for which the bound is 
attained implies that any bound, which depends on tr(A2) only, is at 
most Ii. 
THEOREM 3. Let p=pl, . . . . pn (n> 2) be a distribution and f&z) = 
=(i-l)&+(l-((i-l)a)2, i=l, 2, . . ..i-1. O<a<l/i. The P element pr 
satisfies ft(pg) > 11p112. If 11pll2> l/i th is implies an upper bound wt for pi, 
which is the smaller of the two values of x satisfying k(z)= ljp112. The 
upper bound is attained for p =q as defined in Lemma 2, where a = WC. 
PROOS. According to Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 the maximum of lIpI 
over the set of distributions for which pi =a is f*(a), which is attained 
for p=q. Therefore fg(pr)> llplj2. B ecause ft is a monotone decreasing 
function, this implies an upper bound for pa. 
For i = 2 this theorem follows from Theorem 1. In some cases it gives 
results not obtained from Theorem 1. For instance, suppose I/PI/~= l/2. 
Fig. 7. Upper bounds for ps, p3 end ~4. 
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Theorem 1 gives: 1~~l/2~13~+...+In~1/2~312+~~~1/2~~~~l/4. 
Theorem 2 gives 13s < l/6. 
THEOREM 4. Letp=pi, . . . . pn (n z 2) be a distribution and gt(a) = iua + 
+(1-icq/(n-i), i=l, . ..) n-l and l/n<a<l. The first i elements of p 
satisfy gi((pl + . . . +pr)/i) < jlpj12. This implies an upper bound ZQ for their 
average, which is the larger of the two values of cz satisfying g*(x) = 1lpjl2. 
In the case of finite n the upper bound is attained for p = q as defined 
in Lemma 3, where u=ur, for those values of i for which ig l/llp\l2. In 
the case of infinite n the upper bound is not attained, but it is the least 
upper bound. 
PROOF. According to Theorem 1 and Lemma 3 a lower bound of llpll2 
over the set of distributions for which pl+ . . . +pi =iu (l/n<u< l/i) is 
gi(a). This is a monotone increasing function and gt((pl+ . . . +pt)/i) Q llpl12; 
therefore implies an upper bound for (pi + . . . +pt)/i if lIpI is known for 
those values i G 1/11pj12. 
In the case of finite n the lower bound gi(u) for lIpI is attained and 
the bound for (PI+ . . . +pr)/i is attained for p = q, where a= WI. In the 
case of infinite n, gz(u) is the greatest lower bound for llp/l2, and the bound 
for (PI+ . . . +pi)/i is the least upper bound. 
Fig. 8. Upper bounds for ~1, (pl+pa)/& (~1+2)2-!-Pa)/3 end (Pl+Paf@fZJ4)14* 
If n = 00 and i = 1, the bound obtained from Theorem 4 is also obtained 
by observing that ~12~ llpll2. 
EXAMPLE. Let a completely continuous self-adjoint transformation A 
in the Hilbert space of functions f which are (Lebesgue) square-integrable 
on [0, l] be defined by 
A/= 2 i min (a, t)/(t)& 
0 
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and suppose that (from the context in which it arises) it is known that A 
is positive definite. Call the eigenvalues 21, La, . , . in decreasing order. Then 
(see [3]) the traces may be evaluated as follows: 
and 
;11+12+ . . . =tr(A)=2 J min (t, t)dt= 1, 
0 
&2+&2+ . . . =tr(A2)=4 s’ i 
0 Ii 
mins (s, t)dsdt = 2/3. 
According to Theorem 4, the upper bound for ill is 1/2/3< .817, which 
is the same bound as obtained from Liz Q 112 + A++. . . = 213. For matrices 
Theorem 4 gives a smaller upper bound ; however, for increasing order 
the difference becomes smaller. 
According to Theorem 2 the lower bound for Li is (1 + v$/3)/2> .788. 
Upper bounds for As, 5,& and, for instance, 111 obtained by applying 
Theorem 3 are as follows: 
la<.212 (from Al>.788 we even have 1z+Is+...g.212), 
313 < .099, 
A4 < .064 
a.nd 
111 Q .019. 
THEOREM 5. Let p=pl, . . . . pn (n> 2) be a distribution and f(a) = 
=(k-l)&f(l-(k-l)a)Z where, for each a in [l/n, I], k is the integer 
such that ka>l>(k-l)a, and h(a)=(n-l)(l-ia)a/(n--i)s+(l-(n-l) 
(1 -ia)/(n-i))2, i= 1, . . . . n - 1. The first i elements of p satisfy 
max (/((PI + . . . i-p#), h((pl + . . . +pt)/i)) > /lpl12. 
This implies a lower bound for their average. 
Let x1 be the value of x in [l/n, l] that satisfies f(z)=j1p,112 and let x2 
be the larger of the two values of x that satisfy h*(z) = /[PI/~. If ZI ~52, 
then the bound is attained for p =q (as defined in (3), where a=~i). If 
22 <xl and if n is finite, the bound is attained for p =r (as defined in (4), 
where a = x2) ; if n is infinite, the bound is not attained but it is the greatest 
lower bound. 
PROOF. According to Theorem 1 and Lemma 4 the maximum of lIpI 
over the set of distributions for which PI+ . . . +p,~ = ia (i = 2, . . ., n- 1, 
l/nta< l/i) and for which p’r= b (where (1 -ia)/(n-i) G b<a) is 
(5) (ia-(i-l)b)2+(k-2)b2+(1-ia-(k-i-l)b)2. 
We need the maximum without the restriction to pi = b and we maximize 
(5) over the range allowed for b. It is a quadratic function in b with a 
positive coefficient for b 2. Therefore, the maximum occurs either for 
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6= (1 -ia)/(n-i), and then (5) is equal to hi(a) or for 6 =a and then (5) 
is equal to f(a). Both are monotone nondecreasing functions of a, which 
implies the bound mentioned in the theorem. 
Fig. 9. Lower bounds for ~1, (pl+p2)/2 and (plfp~S-p3)/3 in the c&s* ~=co. 
For ~=CCJ we have he(a) =iW and h( l/G) = 119. In this case it is easy 
to see whether f or hr determines the bound: if ljp1\2 G l/G then f else ht. 
Also, for any n, the lower bound is determined by F, if llp/\2> l/i. 
5. BOUNDS OBTAINED FROM THE SUM OF LOGARITHMS 
If the convex continuous function $ in Theorem 1 is chosen to be -log 
then the following analog of Theorem 4 may be proved. In this theorem, 
the place of (Ip112 is taken by -log IpI = -log (~1) - . . . -log (Pi). 
THEOREM 6. Let p=pi, . . . j p% be a distribution and 
h(u)= -i log (a)-(n-i) log ((l-iia)/(n-i)). 
The first i elements of p satisfy 
4((Pl+.*.+p~)/i)< -log [p[. 
This implies an upper bound WI for their average, which is the larger of 
the two values of x satisfying 
A(x) = -log lpi. 
The upper bound is attained for p = q as defined in Lemma 3 where a = ~2 
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Note that any value of lpi gives an attainable upper bound for all 
i=l , . .., n; in Theorem 4 this is only the case for 1 <i < l/jjplj2. 
By applying this theorem to the eigenvalues of a nonnegative definite 
Hermitian matrix M of order n with tr(M) = 1 and eigenvalues AI, . . ., 1, 
in nonincreasing order, we obtain the following 
COROLLARY. The first i eigenvalues of M satisfy 
dt((Ll+ . . . i-&)/i)< -log (Ml, 
where IMI is the determinant of M. This implies an upper bound WI for 
their average, which is the larger value of x satisfying h(z)= -log IMI. 
The upper bound is attained for any matrix having as eigenvalues the 
elements of q in Lemma 3 (where o = wt) ; any upper bound depending 
only on IM[ is at least wt. 
0 
Fig. 10. Upper bounds for PI, (pl+p2)/2 and (~1+~a+~s)/3. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARK 
Much work has been done on bounds for eigenvalues of matrices and 
up till now we have not referred to any of it. One may well wonder whether 
the preceding theorems give results not obtainable by certain well-known 
theorems proved by methods more sophisticated than those employed 
in the present paper.-For a survey of results on bounds for eigenvalues 
the reader is referred to Chapter 3 in HOUSEHOLDER [2] or Chapter 2 in 
WILKINSON [a]. 
As an example for comparison let us apply the Hoffman-Wielandt 
theorem (see [4]) to compare the diagonal elements of a symmetric positive 
definite matrix C of order n with its eigenvalues. Suppose that tr(C) = 1. 
Let A be the diagonal matrix of the diagonal elements of C and let 
B= C- A. Call the eigenvalues of A, B, and C respectively ELI, /?t, and yt, 
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i=l , a*-, n, in nonincreasing order. The Hoffman-Wielandt theorem 
asserts that, in this example, 
(6) (yl-or1)2+...+(yn-oIn)2~812+...+P,2. 
The more nearly diagonal C is (that is, the smaller tr(B’B) =&a+ . . . +b$ 
is) the closer are the bounds obtainable from the above inequality. 
Certainly, for a not too undiagonal C, any bounds obtained from our 
results are less interesting than those obtained by means of the Hoffman- 
Wielandt theorem. 
But, how undiagonal can a matrix get? In the above example, 
tr(A’A)+tr(B’B)=tr(C’C). 
At one extreme, where C is diagonal, tr(B’B) = 0. At the other extreme, 
tr(B’B) is large, and, for a given tr(C’C), tr(A’A) is small. The smallest 
possible value of tr(A’A)= l/n (b ecause tr(A) = tr(C) = 1) and in that case 
&=1/n, i=l, . ..) n. In fact, any given C is orthogonally equivalent to 
a matrix of which the diagonal elements are all equal to l/n. In that case 
we have equality in the inequality (6) because 
~~(rcal)2=~~~vt2-l/n=tr(c’C)-Ir(A’A)=tr(B’B)= i!?& 
i=l 
For this extreme case the inequality (6) gives no lower bound for h, 
while Theorem 2 does give one. In this case it is still possible that tr(C’C) 
is close to 1, so that the lower bound for 11 may even be quite close. 
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